
The Modern Networks Private Network for property management connects
all your sites together. This replaces standard broadband and improves the
speed, reliability and security of all services carried over the network.

Send large files, confidential documents and bandwidth-intensive
applications like CCTV and video conferencing with ease. Work anywhere,
on any mobile device with no loss of performance.

The service offers complete flexibility whereby sites can transition from
one managing agent to another without penalty or loss of connectivity.
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Service benefits:
l Far more reliable Internet

connection than standard
broadband

l Improved security

l Doubling of bandwidth

l Fast, reliable access to all
company and third party
applications

l Work anywhere, on any
mobile device without any
loss of performance.

l Ability to transition
between managing agents
without loss of service.
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Q: What are the benefits of a private network?

A: Initially, the benefits are reliability, security and
speed. Later, the service will make compliance to
industry recognised standards such as ISO27001 and
the NCSE Cyber Essentials achievable.

Q: How is it more reliable?

A: The service provides dual connections from your
site to the Internet, which is more reliable since a
failure of a single circuit will not cause a service
outage.

Q: How is it faster than my current service?

A: The service ‘load balances’ across both circuits
equally, so that the throughput is effectively double
that of a single service. This makes sending large files
and using bandwidth-intensive applications, such as
CCTV and video conferencing, much quicker and
easier.

Q: How is it more secure?

A: The service is directed through a sophisticated,
centrally located firewall that has much better security
controls than a simply broadband router or standard
firewall.

Q: Will there be any interruption of service when we
move over?

A: No. The downtime is the time it takes to move a
cable from one socket to another.

Q: What happen if my site transitions to a new
managing agent?

A: If your site transitions to a new managing agent, we
can continue to provide the service or ensure it is
moved to an alternative supplier without loss of
connectivity.

Q: Are there any other options?

A: The service is available using FTTC (Fibre-to-the-
cabinet), the UK’s most popular business broadband,
and standard broadband. Both can be upgraded to
have a further 4G backup option. This 4G built-in
automated failover solution means that if your Internet
connection goes down, there should be no downtime
and you will be able to continue working online
normally.
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